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NARRATIVE SPECTRUM: 
Non-narrative > Boring 
Narrative > Interesting 
Overly narrative > Confusing 

For example, the movie Gravity (and nearly every other Hollywood hit): 
1 main character: Ryan Stone 
1 main incident: Spacecraft accident 
1 clear goal: To get home alive
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Instead of dozens of operative figures, plots, concepts etc., 
Focus on telling one story at a time, but do it well by using  
a simple structure and a detailed narrative. 

If you have tons of stories to tell, consider a PhD degree.
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Trey Park (South Park creator): “Story is a result of changing most of the “ands” to “but” or “therefore”. 

ABT-template: ____________ AND ________________, BUT _______________________, THEREFORE ______________________. 

“Little girl is living on a farm in Kansas AND her life is boring, BUT one day a tornado sweeps her away to the land of Oz; THEREFORE she must undertake a 
journey to find her way home.” 

“In my laboratory, we study physiology AND biochemistry, BUT in recent years we’ve realized the important questions are at the molecular level; 
THEREFORE we are now investigating the following molecular questions…”

Olson, Randy. 2015. Houston, we have a narrative: Why science needs story. London: University of Chicago Press.
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ABT can be structured in steps. 

1. Informative ABT: 
“In my lab, we model moderate sleep apnea in rats with 
a chronic intermittent hypoxia protocol in order to 
investigate the physiological mechanisms of sustained 
diurnal blood pressure, BUT we have realised the 
importance of molecular pathways within the central 
nervous system contributing towards blood pressure 
control; THEREFORE we have begun exploring novel 
molecular pathways that develop as a result of our 
sleep apnea model.” 
> TOO MUCH INFORMATION, TOO DETAILED 

2. Conversational ABT: 
“We were looking at one way BUT realized there’s 
another way THEREFORE we’re looking at that way.” 
>> TOO LITTLE INFORMATION, TOO GENERIC 

3. Keeper ABT: 
“In my lab, we’re studying sleep apnea using rats as our 
model system, AND we’ve focused on physiological 
mechanisms, BUT lately we’ve realized the real controls 
may lie at the molecular level in the central nervous 
system, so AS A RESULT, we’ve begun exploring novel 
molecular pathways.” 
>> GOOD BALANCE OF DETAILS AND FLOW
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When & where 13:15-14:00 
Lectures on change

14:14-15:00 
Discussion on narrative

25.10. (Q201) Fashion Introduction to the course, 
course work explained

1.11. (F101) + Thu tutoring Di!usion Style of Presentation

8.11. (Q201) + Thu tutoring Lifestyle Structure of Narrative

15.11. (Q201) + Thu tutoring Practice Style of Presentation

22.11. (Q201) + Thu tutoring Learning Structure of Narrative

29.11. (Q201) + Thu tutoring Presentations of unfinished but complete “narrative 
productions”. Notice: May go overtime.



THANK YOU!
MUO-E0105 RESEARCH AND INSPIRE 6 CR

heidi.paavilainen@aalto.fi 

WE’LL SEE NEXT TUESDAY  
REMEMBER OPTIONAL ZOOM TUTORING ON THURSDAY AFTERNOON. 


